What’s around the bend for

DAWSON CREEK ?

Strategies for Tourism and Heritage Attractions
and Downtown Improvements in Dawson Creek

Information Package

Help build the future of Dawson Creek!

Come to a Community Open House to talk about this important project

4–8 pm, Monday March 20, 2006

at the Dawson Creek Senior Citizens Hall

Project Background

Over the Past Year,
Tourism Dawson Creek and the Northern
Rockies Alaska Highway Tourism
Association, with support from the City of
Dawson Creek, worked together to create a
concept for strengthening our community by
enhancing tourism, putting a new face on
our downtown and strengthening ties along
the Alaska Highway.
Many other organizations and individuals
contributed to this preliminary concept.
The focus of the main strategy is to
enhance the experience along the Alaska
Highway Corridor for visitors, residents
and future generations. The following are
recommendations for improvements that are
specific to the City of Dawson Creek.
The City of Dawson Creek will:

Make the downtown core a more attractive
place to spend time, shop and do business.
Develop Dawson Creek as “Mile 0”.

Find ways for Dawson Creek attractions
to work together.
Coordinate tourism efforts along the
Alaska Highway.

Tell the story of the Alaska Highway.
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This project builds on previous
planning efforts, but much of the
work has yet to be done!

Your Role
This information package summarizes a
preliminary concept for tourism development
and downtown improvements, but Dawson
Creek needs your help to move forward.
The March 20th Community Open House is
your chance to have a look at our ideas,
provide your feedback, share your thoughts
and discuss opinions. You and your
neighbours can identify what you value and
want to preserve, and what improvements
you think are needed for the plan.
A solid concept will mean more certainty
about future development, and will help guide
decisions and actions by the City, residents
and businesses.
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Working Together
Along the Highway

Scenic Byways
Program
The framework of the America’s Scenic Byways
Program has been adapted for the development
of a corridor management plan for the Alaska
Highway. This program will help protect and
promote the unique features of the Alaska
Highway and recognize the following six intrinsic
qualities: archeological, cultural, historic, natural, scenic and recreational–things the Alaska
Highway has in abundance.

The Alaska Highway
Corridor Concept
The communities along the Alaska Highway
share many common stories, while each
also plays a unique role in the region.
Working together over the past year, we have
discussed which stories to tell and how best
to tell them. That way, each community or facility
can offer something fresh and different but also
consistent with a larger vision of the significance
of the Alaska Highway.

Themes of the
Alaska Highway
We propose that the most important theme to
communicate about the Alaska Highway is:

Discussions between highway communities
have also led to other cooperative initiatives
along the Alaska Highway:

The Alaska Highway connects the
northern communities, cultures and
natural wonders of two countries.

The Living Museum
Thirteen communities along the highway have
signed an agreement to “work cooperatively
to recognize the Alaska Highway as a Living
Museum”. The goal is to organize communities
along the Alaska Highway as a museum without
walls–a collection of people, places, sites and
stories, all linked together to provide visitors and
residents with a common cultural, historical and
natural experience.

The Alaska Highway changed the
North forever.

The Alaska Highway was built for war.
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The Alaska Highway is the road to
northern adventure.
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This theme will be reinforced along the length of
the Alaska Highway, along with three secondary
themes:
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Highway changed
the North forever.

The Alaska
Highway was
built for war.

The Alaska Highway
is the road to
northern adventure.
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natural wonders of t wo countries.
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Dawson Creek
is “Mile O”
Dawson Creek
Interpretive Strategy
As Mile 0 of the Alaska Highway, Dawson
Creek is in the perfect position to introduce
and interpret the themes that apply to the
entire highway.

The Alaska Highway connects the
northern communities, cultures and
natural wonders of two countries.
The Alaska Highway changed the
North forever.

The Alaska Highway was built for war.
The Alaska Highway is the road to
northern adventure.

The Dawson Creek Interpretive Strategy aims
to enhance community pride and help build a
strong sense of identity for our community by
encouraging local attractions and businesses to
build on the idea of Dawson Creek as Mile 0.
This, in turn, creates a seamless experience
for visitors, which will lead to longer stays.
However, it is also important for Dawson
Creek facilities to tell our city’s own, unique
stories–the stories that differentiate us from
other communities along the Alaska Highway:

Dawson Creek has a history
of ranching and farming.

Dawson Creek is the end of steel.
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Coordinated Efforts
Part of the Dawson Creek Interpretive Strategy
is to look at the relationships between our
community’s tourism attractions and determine
what kind of partnerships are possible.
Visitors arriving in Dawson Creek should
understand they have arrived at Mile 0. Clusters
of attractions and signage throughout the city
will clearly identify Dawson Creek as Mile 0 and
introduce complementary stories and messages.
In the future, some of our attractions may be
physically grouped together to create a central
heritage hub for residents and visitors, and to
reduce building and infrastructure costs.
For example, the Dawson Creek Station
Museum and South Peace Historical Society
Archives, the Visitor Information Centre and
Alaska Highway House could all be housed in
one building.
Other attractions, such as Walter Wright Pioneer
Village, the Art Gallery, the Grain Elevator and
the Rail Comboose will also play an important
role in the development of an overall strategy.
This part of the plan is in the early stages—
a master plan that considers all of Dawson
Creek’s attractions and their roles will need
to be developed with input from all attractions.

A Visit to “Mile O City”
Colourful roadside banners welcome drivers to
Mile 0 of the Alaska Highway. Drivers slow down
to take in the green plantings, glimpses of an
active downtown and clear signage pointing to
interesting attractions.
Pulling off the highway at N.A.R. Park or a
cluster of Mile 0 attractions, visitors stretch
their legs and explore a rough shed filled with
huge road-building machinery that looks ready to
roll out onto the highway. Inside Alaska Highway
House, visitors enjoy exhibits about the history
and role of the Alaska Highway. They can also
visit the Dawson Creek Station Museum, the
Art Gallery and the Visitor Information Centre.
From here, visitors are drawn across the
highway to a bustling downtown square. They
recognize sculpted figures similar to those at
Alaska Highway House–GIs, Canadian soldiers
and everyday people. Visitors may sit and relax
in the shaded square, grab a bite to eat at one
of the restaurants or shop among the colourful
facades facing the square. Visitors stop for a
photo at the Mile 0 Post, one bookend of their
journey along the Alaska Highway.
Further up the highway, visitors stop at
Mile 0 Park for a taste of pioneer life at Walter
Wright Pioneer Village, to swim at Rotary Lake
or camp for the night. Visitors tour the heritage
buildings and pioneer equipment, imagining life
in Dawson Creek in the early days. A blacksmith
demonstrates how early residents made horse
shoes, while other interpreters demonstrate
bread–making and rope–making.
At the campgrounds, visitors can take a wagon
ride or watch a USO show, play or dinner-theatre
performance at Sudeten Hall. With a strong
sense of having begun a significant journey,
visitors continue on their Alaska adventure the
next morning.

VISITOR INFO.
CENTRE

MILE 0
PARK
(VILLAGE)

ART
GALLERY

MILE 0
CAIRN

COMBOOSE
RAILCAR

DAWSON CREEK
MILE 0 CITY

GRAIN
ELEVATOR

ALASKA
HIGHWAY
HOUSE

MUSEUM

MILE O POST
ARCHIVES
DOWNTOWN
SPACES
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A New Face
for Downtown
Dawson Creek
Downtown Revitalization
This strategy focuses on the core of our city.
It recommends ways of improving downtown’s
functions, attractiveness and livability while
connecting thematically to the Alaska Highway
and supporting the Mile 0 idea.
Many visitors now speed through Dawson
Creek on their way to Alaska. The goal of this
revitalization strategy is to draw people
downtown, both tourists and residents, by
making it a more pleasant place to stop,
shop and spend some time.
We have proposed three main strategies
for achieving this goal:

Coordinate tourism attractions downtown.
Improve our streetscapes.

Improve the look of downtown’s buildings.

The main purpose of revitalizing
the downtown area is to enhance its
overall appeal as a pedestrian-friendly
environment for both residents and
visitors to Dawson Creek.
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1. Landscape, or “green”, the

5. Locate cultural activities in the

2. Create a destination known

6. Encourage facade improvements

approach routes to Dawson Creek.
as “Mile 0”.

3. Focus streetscape improvements
on 102 Avenue and 10 Street .

4. Focus façade improvements on
properties that front onto 102
Avenue and 10 Street.

downtown core (over time).

and new construction throughout
downtown.

7. Promote residential use, at higher
densities, within the downtown
area.
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Downtown as a
Mile O Destination
Making physical changes to downtown
would strengthen and unify downtown’s visitor
attractions, while creating a few new ones that
reinforce the idea of Dawson Creek as Mile 0.
This would also help to link downtown with
the hub of attractions across the highway.
• Identify a long-term site for the Alaska
Highway House, to be combined with the 		
Visitor Information Centre, the Dawson Creek
Station Museum and, possibly, the South 		
Peace Historical Society Archives.
• Reconfigure visitor parking at Mile 0
to reduce the amount of asphalt.
• Reconfigure the north block of 10 Street
to create a civic square, known as
Mile 0 Square.
• Locate the Mile 0 Post in the square to
provide enough space for people to gather
and take pictures.
• Reinforce a park-like character for the area
with extensive tree planting

Improvements for a
People-Friendly Downtown
The focus area for streetscape improvements is
102 Avenue and 10 Street within the downtown
core. Priority would be given to Dawson Creek’s main
intersection, at 102 Avenue and 10 Street. It is also
important to embellish the approaches to downtown
along 8 Street and Alaska Way. Improvements could
be made to secondary streets over time.
Through discussions with community representatives,
a number of ideas have been proposed for the
redesign of downtown streetscapes:
• A unified “look” throughout the area: new lamp 		
standards and luminaries; use of durable materials
for curbs and sidewalk finishes; adopting a palette
of street furnishings including benches, trash
receptacles, bike racks, hanging baskets,
information signage, and temporary market stalls.
• Make it easier and more pleasant to get around 		
outside your car: narrower roads; shortened
pedestrian crosswalks; provisions for cycling and 		
bike parking; greening the street with trees and
in-ground plantings.
• Improve downtown’s functions: design for snow
storage and removal; create an improved setting 		
for the Mile 0 Post; build a new town square;
develop information signage.
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False Fronts:
A Bright New Look
Many of Dawson Creek’s downtown buildings
reflect the early, false-front architecture of prairie
towns. This look could define an overall design
approach for existing and future buildings in the
downtown core.
(This approach will not be appropriate for all
downtown buildings–for some sites a “pavilion”
approach to buildings, perhaps in a park-like
setting, may work better.)
Community discussions led to a number of other
ideas for a unified design approach to downtown:
• Respect the traditional, 2-storey scale of false–
fronted buildings, but allow higher buildings.
• Encourage narrow frontages to increase the
number and variety of storefronts.

• Adopt the false-front concept of the late
1800s, interpreted in a contemporary way.
• Use colour generously.
• Encourage high–quality store and window
displays.
• Place colourful fabric awnings along all
frontages.
• Project retail signs at 90° and use incentives
to remove non-conforming signage (including
by-law enforcement).
• Adopt a palette of materials including painted
wood, shingles, painted hardie plank or panel,
corrugated metal or quality metal panels,
painted stucco, brick, clear glass, and wood
or metal windows and doors.
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Alaska Highway
House Concept
The Alaska
Highway House
The Alaska Highway House is a proposed
facility in Dawson Creek that will interpret
the history of the Alaska Highway.
This concept outlines a vision for a facility
that may be integrated with other attractions
as part of the Mile 0 concept, but will be the
only place along the corridor to tell the whole
Alaska Highway story.
The Alaska Highway House will include exhibit
galleries focused on the key themes developed
for the Alaska Highway:

The Alaska Highway was built for war.
(War Gallery)
The Alaska Highway changed the North
forever. (Change Gallery)

>

The Alaska Highway is the road to northern
adventure. (Adventure Gallery)

INTRODUCTORY
GALLERY:
The Road Ahead

Visitors examine a giant 3D map of the
Alaska Highway that highlights its topography
and the vast terrain it passes through. At the
Layers of Time exhibit, visitors walk along a
recreated section of the highway itself while
exploring a wall collage of found objects,
props and artifacts from each era. Visitors
try walking the corduroy road, see recreated
muskeg and notice the (relatively!) smooth
blacktop of today’s road.
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WAR:

A Catalyst for Construction
Visitors step into the past in a series
of recreated settings. They may sit in a
period armchair and listen to wartime
radio broadcasts of Canadian and
American governments’ plans to build
a highway to Alaska, to ward off possible
attacks by the Japanese.
Visitors can try on the winter gear of a
soldier, or sit on supply crates inside a
camp tent to watch a show about the
mishaps of camp life. At one point, the
drone of mosquitoes surrounds them,
and as other stories emerge, photos and
props in the tent light up.
In a forest setting, visitors can climb into
the cab of a partially recreated Caterpillar
tractor. On a large screen, visitors watch
exciting footage of the challenges faced by
the road builders. Other exhibits explore the
road–building process—from surveying a
route to completion.
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CHANGE:

Northern Life Transformed

>

In this gallery, several vignettes
showcase the remarkable changes the
Alaska Highway brought to communities
of First Nations and other people living in
the North.
Beyond the vignettes, visitors discover
the sounds and stories of a recreated
roadhouse diner. At a recreated bus stop
bench, visitors enjoy an AV presentation
about early tourism on the Alaska Highway.
In another area, visitors explore models that
explain the ever-changing character of the
Alaska Highway. One model shows visitors
how frost heaving causes problems; another
compares the grades of the original Alaska
Highway with those of today’s route.
Visitors explore an exhibit on the dozens
of bridges that were built along the Alaska
Highway. A snowplow blade contains an
exhibit about the highway in winter–it’s
a different world!
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Those visitors interested in finding out
more about the changes in Dawson Creek
can visit the Dawson Creek Station Museum
and South Peace Historical Society Archives.

ADVENTURE:

Your Northern Journey Begins
In this gallery, visitors sit down, relax and
enjoy a short film presentation that gets
them excited about starting their journey
up the Alaska Highway, or lets them reflect
on the journey they have just made. The
film features soaring panoramic views,
sweeping through parks, recreation areas
and communities. As the film looks at
animal habitats, spotlights illuminate
modelled animals located in the theatre.
Nearby, visitors climb into an RV to watch
video clips left by other visitors about their
journeys on the Alaska Highway. Visitors
completing their trip in Dawson Creek
leave their own message. On the outside
of the RV, visitors discover helpful hints
about wildlife viewing, photography and
road safety.
Those who wish to continue planning
their journey can visit the Visitor
Information Centre, for maps or to meet
with a visitor information counselor.
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Roll Up Your Sleeves for an

OPEN HOUSE
Now that we’ve come up with some preliminary
concepts, it’s time for you, the residents of
Dawson Creek, to provide your feedback.

What do you think? Let us know:

Monday, March 20, 2006 4pm-8pm
Dawson Creek Senior Citizens Hall
1101 McKellar Avenue
(beside the Dawson Creek Library)
MARCH 20
Tourism Dawson Creek staff, stakeholder groups
and the consulting team that worked on the
project will be available to answer questions.
The work done so far is only a start, but the
potential is great. We want any improvements
to be met with enthusiasm and support from the
people who have the most to gain—please come
out and contribute your thoughts.

NEXT STEPS
After the Open House, some parts of the project
will be moved into final planning and construction
mode. Which pieces move forward will be based
on the public input received, and on the budgeting decisions made by City Council. Your input will
also be factored into any future design projects.

For more information on these projects, contact
Tourism Dawson Creek at 782.4714. We’ll see
you at the open house!
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